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4th Annual International ADVANCES IN LEADERSHIP Conference
18th to 19th November 2015

 Maidenhead, (20 mins by train from London), United Kingdom

 For Leaders, Leadership Researchers and Developers.

 Advances in Leadership, 2015, brings together many of the top  thought-leaders and practitioners in
leadership to share advances that  can improve your results as a practitioner, researcher or developer.

 Enquiries: conference@advancesinleadership.org
 Web address: http://www.advancesinleadership.org

 Sponsored by: Advances in Leadership

 Details

 1. Delegates
 2. Call for speakers

 1. DELEGATES

 Are you a leader, a leadership researcher, or a leadership developer?

 Do you want to: 

 Achieve even better results? 
 Secure an edge over your competitors?

 Learn about the latest performance boosting techniques?
 Network with leading leadership practitioners, researchers, developers?

 Advances in Leadership, 2015, brings together many of the top  thought-leaders and practitioners in
leadership to share advances that  can improve your results as a practitioner, researcher or developer. 

 As an example, Advances in Leadership, 2014, presented advances in: 

 Trust - what is it, its dimensions and how they impact on leadership - a new model
 Questions - as a leadership performance technique 

 Beliefs - advances in understanding their role in leading performance enhancements 
 Motivation - new ideas and techniques for leaders 

 Change - new leadership lessons from change in the public eye 
 Crisis - new techniques for mastering extreme leadership events 

 Risk - a new model to mitigate ethical, cultural and reputational risk 
 Leadership development techniques - a new perspective - focusing on success factors 

 Leadership - new learning principles of success from catastrophe 
 In the field focus - moving leadership from subject to craft 
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 Developing leadership - without 'developing leadership'  
 Psychology - how mental health principles improve performance 

 Imported methods - harnessing successful methods from other disciplines 

 Networking and Collaboration

 Make contact with leaders who are as motivated as you to advance their skills. 
 Make contact with fellow top leadership practitioners, developers and  researchers, who could provide

you with tools, techniques and contacts,  mutual support, and business opportunities.   

 If you are in the field of LEADERSHIP, Advances in Leadership is designed and run for you, by people
just like you. 

 Information requests by email to: conference@advancesinleadership.org

 Web address: http://www.advancesinleadership.org

 2. CALL FOR SPEAKERS

 'Advances in Leadership' brings together advanced leadership  practitioners, top leadership developers
and cutting-edge leadership  researchers to share advances in leadership, and through their 

cooperation, to trigger further advances in leadership.

 If you have made advances in the field of leadership, you are formally  invited to share them with others
who have also made progress in the  field. 

 Speakers at Advances in Leadership 2012, 2013, 2014 were advanced  leadership practitioners, leading
leadership developers, and top level  leadership researchers. 

 If you have made advances in leadership and would like to form  alliances, network, and share
cutting-edge expertise with the best in  the field, please send your abstract/overview of the advances you

have  made by 17:00 hours on the 14th of August 2015. 

 Advances in Leadership 2012, 2013 and 2014 were highly successful, and  most speakers and
participants formed new alliances, did business with  each other, found improved research and or job

opportunities, and  learned about the advances going on at the cutting-edge of their field.

 DO MY ADVANCES FIT? 

 If you wish to discuss a possible advance and whether it fits the aims  of the conference please email
Prof Nigel MacLennan at this address: conference@advancesinleadership.org to start discussions and

arrange a telephone exploration of your advances. 

 STUDENT COMPETITION: To further the development of leadership and  encourage students at all
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levels to harness their creative abilities to  advance the field, Advances in Leadership runs an annual
student  competition. 

 Undergraduate and postgraduate students are invited to send abstracts of  the advances they have made
in the field of leadership. The resident  experts (most of whom are Professors in the field and have all

published  their own advances) then select what they believe is the greatest  advance made. The winner
secures a place to present their work at  Advances in Leadership 2015. To enter, please send your 

abstract/overview along with this subject heading: Advances in  Leadership 2015 - Student Competition,
to conference@advancesinleadership.org before 17:00 hours on 2nd November 2015. 

 Enquiries: conference@advancesinleadership.org

 Hosted by: MaST, Maidenhead, Berkshire
 Sponsored by: MacLennan - Leadership results on a guaranteed outcomes basis.

 Further sponsors welcome.
 Exhibitors: Exhibitors welcome

 Advances in Leadership, 18th and 19th of November 2015
 Maidenhead, (20 minutes from London), United Kingdom

 Speakers Representatives and other Agencies: Please do NOT contact us  with offers for the person(s)
you are promoting to speak; this event  shares genuine advances in leadership, and is ONLY a platform

for those  who have made genuine advances in leadership. All agency communications  will be ignored.
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